
Digital workplace communication at the 
desktop - it’s voice, and so much more. 
The OpenScape Desk Phone CP family from Unify brings expanded 
interoperability, the power of simplicity as well as the high quality audio 
you expect from our devices. We believe the desk phone needs to do 
more and these phones earn their place on the desk top.

There’s no substitute for a voice call when 
you really need to connect - when time is 
precious, when you need clarification or 
immediate decisions, when every one 
needs to be heard, a voice conversation is 
simply the best choice.

But the communication tool landscape 
gives users, teams and now even devices 
themselves, choices in how, what and 
when to communicate. The role of voice 
communication and the desk phone is 
playing out as workplace digital 
transformation unfolds. 

Unify, together with world renowned 
product design firm frog design, took a 
proactive, thoughtful look at the role of 
the desk phone and it’s place in the new 
way to work. What we created balances 
the core purpose of  instant, secure and 
reliable voice conversations with modern 
use cases for a more interoperable, future 
proof family of phones, ready for an 
evolving communication ecosystem. 

Based on the key principles of focus, 
interoperability, intuitiveness and beauty 
the OpenScape Desk Phone CP family of 
devices bring:

• streamlined form and function, with 
redesigned desk phone features

• rapid on-boarding of new employees 
with easy set up and an intuitive 
interface

• auto-pairing and locking via Bluetooth
• more to their footprint with Eddystone 

Beacon URL sharing
• the secure, high quality call experience 

you expect from Unify
• a blend of form and function
• reduced communications bottlenecks 

with built-in Gigabit Ethernet and 
Circuit integration on most devices

• high definitition AudioPresence HD™ 
voice technology, so staying in touch 
sounds great.

Stay connected, 
responsive and 
collaborative. 

OpenScape  
Desk Phone  
CP Family
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OpenScape Desk Phone CP200
We took the evolution of the entry level 
desk top device seriously, delivering a 
feature rich, cost effective phone with 
superior audio quality, ideal for many 
users with UC / CTI support.

Features 
• Graphical display, 2 lines (192*48 pixel), 

monochrome

• Notification LED (red/green/amber)

• 4 free programmable feature keys with 
LED (red/green/amber)

• Pre-programmed: Call Log, Directory, 
Forward, Redial

• 5 fixed feature keys, 3 with LED (red or 
green) Hold, Transfer, Conference, 
Settings, Messages

• 4-way navigator, plus OK-key

• 3 audio keys (Mute/Speaker/Headset) 
with LED (red or green) 

• Volume control +/-

• Open listening / Hands-free talking 
(Full-duplex)

• Headset port (DHSG/EHS)

• 10/100 Base-T Ethernet Switch

• IEEE 802.3af PoE, class 1 

• Wall mountable

It’s your communication 
point.
The power of simplicity with a purposeful desk top device.

Easy to use and with 
advanced capabilities, 
the OpenScape Desk 
Phone CP200, CP400 
and CP600 are in  
a class of their own.
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OpenScape Desk Phone CP400
This mid-tier device brings a larger 
display with numerous programmable 
keys, ideal for office and team 
environments.

Features 
• Tiltable graphical display, 3,7”  

(240*120 pixel), monochrome

• LED backlight (white) 

• Notification LED (red/green/amber)

• 4 context sensitive soft keys with LED 
(red/green/amber)

• 2 fixed feature keys  
(Menu/Out-of-office)

• 16 free programmable feature keys 
with LED (red/green/amber)

• 4-way navigator, plus OK-key

• 3 audio keys (Mute/Speaker/Headset) 
with LED (red or green) 

• Volume control +/-

• Open listening / Handsfree talking 
(Full-duplex)

• Headset port (DHSG/EHS)

• 10/100/1000 Base-T Ethernet Switch

• Optional Circuit conversation 
integration

• IEEE 802.3az Energy Efficient Ethernet

• IEEE 802.3af PoE, class 2 

• Key Module 400 optional

Always on, always ready voice, 
and more.
Expanding conversation opportunities at the desktop.

Give your power  
users a boost with  
a larger display, Circuit 
conversation 
interoperabilitiy and 
GBit Ethernet.
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OpenScape Desk Phone CP600
Ideal for the collaborative workplace 
we’ve added numerous interoperability 
capabilities - the CP 600 can communicate 
on your behalf. 

Features 
• Tiltable graphical TFT display, 4.3” 

(480*272 pixel), color

• LED backlight (white)

• Notification LED (red/green/amber)

• 5 context sensitive soft keys with LED 
(red/green/amber)

• 2 fixed feature keys (Menu/Out-of-
office)

• 4-way navigator, plus OK-key

• 3 audio keys (Mute/Speaker/Headset) 
with LED (red or green) 

• Volume control +/-

• Open listening / Handsfree talking 
(Full-duplex)

• Headset port (DHSG/EHS)

• 10/100/1000 Base-T Ethernet Switch

• IEEE 802.3az Energy Efficient Ethernet

• IEEE 802.3af PoE, class 2

• Bluetooth 2.1 BR/EDR and Bluetooth 
4.1 LE (dual mode device) 

• Near field communication (NFC) 

• SD card Interface

• Circuit conversation list integration

• Key Module 600 optional

• Wall mountable

An intelligent device.
In the digital workplace, devices need to work harder.

We’ve made the 
phone an even 
more valuable 
part of the team.



OpenScape Desk Phone CP  
Key Modules

Expand interaction while increasing 
responsiveness with optional OpenScape 
Desk Phone Key Modules. For users 
needing simplified access, whether 
receptionists, administrative staff, 
managers or executives, these modules 
give single-button access to the people 
and features they use most.

KM400
• Optional paper labeled Key Module  

for CP400 only

• 16 free programmable feature keys 
(bi-color LEDs)

• Max. 2 modules per phone

KM600
• Optional display Key Module  

for CP600 only

• High contrast monochrome  
TFT display

• 12 free programmable feature keys 
(bi-color LEDs)

• 2 Navigation keys

• Max. 4 modules per phone
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Expansion options for power 
users.

CP600 and optional KM600 key module

CP400 and optional KM400 key module

CP600 and optional KM600 key module



About Unify

Unify is one of the world’s leading communications software and services firms, providing integrated communications 

solutions for approximately 75 percent of the Fortune Global 500. Our solutions unify multiple networks, devices and 

applications into one easy-to-use platform that allows teams to engage in rich and meaningful conversations. The result 

is a transformation of how the enterprise communicates and collaborates that amplifies collective effort, energizes 

the business, and enhances business performance. Unify has a strong heritage of product reliability, innovation, open 

standards and security.
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